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Abstract: The limit behavior of inductive logic programs has not been explored, but
when considering incremental or online inductive learning algorithms which usually
run ongoingly, such behavior of the programs should be taken into account. An
example is given to show that some inductive learning algorithm may not be correct
in the long run if the limit behavior is not considered. An inductive logic program is
convergent if given an increasing sequence of example sets, the program produces a
corresponding sequence of the Horn logic programs which has the set-theoretic limit,
and is limit-correct if the limit of the produced sequence of the Horn logic programs
is correct with respect to the limit of the sequence of the example sets. It is shown
that the GOLEM system is not limit-correct. Finally, a limit-correct inductive logic
system, called the prioritized GOLEM system, is proposed as a solution.
Keywords: Inductive Logic Program, Machine Learning, Limit.
1. Introduction
As information increases exponentially, it becomes more and more important to discover
useful knowledge in massive information. Inductive logic programming is used in learning a
general theory from given examples. In incremental learning, the examples are usually given
one by one. After a new example is obtained, the current theory learned from previous
examples might need to be updated to fit all the examples given so far. Thus we get a
sequence of theories Π1,Π2, · · · ,Πn, · · ·. Sometimes there might be infinitely many examples
and this procedure may not stop, i.e., there may not exist a natural number k such that
Πk = Πk+1 = · · ·. For example, if we restrict the theories to Horn logic programs, then
there exists some Herbrand interpretation I such that we will never find a finite program
Π whose least Herbrand model is equal to I, because the set of Herbrand interpretations
is uncountable while the set of finite Horn logic programs is only countable ([10]). So we
should consider some kind of the limits of theories which should be correct with respect to
all the examples.
Formally introducing the set-theoretic limits of sequences of first order theories into logic
and computer science, and using theory versions as approximations of some formal theories
in convergent infinite computations are the independent contributions by Li. Li ([4],[5])
defined the set-theoretic limits of first order theories, and thereon gave a formal system of
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the inductive logic. Precisely, given a sequence {Πn} of the first order theories, the set-
theoretic limit of {Πn}, denoted by Π = lim
n→∞
Πn, is the set of the sentences such that every
sentence in Π is in almost every Πn, and every sentence in infinitely many Πn’s is in Π also.
The set-theoretic limit does not always exist for any sequence of the first order theories. In
the following sections we use the limits as the set-theoretic limits.
The limit behaviors of an inductive logic program should be an important research topic
which has not been explored. Nowadays most of the softwares and algorithms are incremental
or online, which run in the long run. When we consider the correctness problem of such
softwares and algorithms, their limit behaviors should be taken into account. In this paper
we focus on incremental inductive learning algorithms in inductive logic programs. Assume
that examples come in sequences, let En be the example set at time n. An inductive learning
algorithm A produces a theory A(En), for every n, which is correct with respect to En.
Later we shall give an example to show that some inductive learning algorithms may not be
correct in the long run if the limit behavior is not considered. Concerning the limit behavior,
a reasonable inductive learning algorithm A should satisfy the following conditions:
• The convergence: Given a sequence {En} of the example sets such that E1 ⊆ E2 ⊆
E3 ⊆ · · · , {A(En)} has the set-theoretic limit;
• The limit-correctness: The limit of {A(En)} should be correct with respect to the limit
of {En}, that is, for any e ∈ limn→∞En, limn→∞A(En) ⊢ e;
Based on the above requirements, we consider the empirical ILP systems: FOIL, GOLEM
andMOBAL. Because FOIL andMOBAL are function-free, we focus on the GOLEM system.
In the following, our discussion is based on a fixed logical language which contains only
finitely many predicate symbols.
The authors ([7]) considered the limit behavior of the Horn logic programs, and proved
the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1([7]). Given a sequence {Πn} of Horn logic programs, if Π = lim
n→∞
Πn
exists and for every sufficiently large n, Πn satisfies an assumption that for every clause in
Πn, every term occurring in the body also occurs in the head, then
lim
n→∞
M(Πn) =M( lim
n→∞
Πn),
whereM is an operator such that for any Horn logic program Π, M(Π) is the least Herbrand
model of Π.
To consider the limit-correctness of inductive logic programs, we assume that the induc-
tive logic programs satisfy the convergence. Given an inductive logic program A, if for every
positive example set En, A(En) is a Horn logic program which is correct with respect to
En, i.e., M(A(En)) ⊇ En, and A(En) satisfies the assumption, then by theorem 1.1,
M( lim
n→∞
A(En)) = lim
n→∞
M(A(En)) ⊇ lim
n→∞
En,
so A is limit-correct. Therefore, to make A satisfy the limit-correctness, we should design
A such that for any input E, A(E) is a Horn logic program satisfying the assumption. We
shall give two examples to show that the current GOLEM system may not always produce a
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logic program satisfying the assumption. We modify the GOLEM system to be a prioritized
one in which a priority order is defined on the literals. In detail, let G and P be the GOLEM
algorithm and the prioritized GOLEM algorithm such that for any example set E, G(E)
and P(E) are the Horn logic program produced by the GOLEM system and the prioritized
GOLEM system, respectively. Then, for a set E of examples, G(E) may not satisfy the
assumption, but P(E) satisfies the assumption. Hence, P is limit-correct.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we shall give the basic definition of the
GOLEM system, the distance on terms and formulas, and the set-theoretic limits. In section
3, we shall consider the limit-correctness of the GOLEM system, and give two examples to
show that the GOLEM system is not limit-correct and sensitive to the ordering of the
examples. In section 4, we shall propose the prioritized GOLEM system, and prove that
the prioritized GOLEM system is limit-correct, and not sensitive to the ordering of the
examples. The last section concludes the paper.
Our notation is standard, references are [1,2,6].
2. The GOLEM system
In this section, we first give a basic introduction to the GOLEM system. Similar to
Nienhuys-Cheng’s definition of the distance on terms and formulas([10]), we give the follow-
ing definition.
Definition 2.1. Let f and g be an n-ary and an m-ary function symbols, respectively.
The distance ρ is defined as follows.
(2.1) ρ(t, t) = 0, for any term t;
(2.2) If f 6= g, then ρ(f(t1, ..., tn), g(s1, ..., sm)) = 1;
(2.3) ρ(f(t1, ..., tn), f(s1, ..., sn)) =
max{ρ(ti, si) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
max{ρ(ti, si) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}+ 1
,
where t1, ..., tn, s1, ..., sm are terms.
The distance defined above is a little different from the one given by Nienhuys-Cheng in
that the value which the distance can take has a simple form
1
m
for some natural number.
Such a distance is used to measure the difference between two trees in graph theory. Every
term t can be taken as a tree Tt. For example, t = f(t1, ..., tn), the tree Tt has a root with
symbol f and n-many children Tt1 , ..., Ttn . We say that two terms t and t
′ are the same to
depth m if Tt and Tt′ are the same to depth m.
Given two clauses C1, C2, to compute the least general generalization of C1 and C2,
denoted by lgg(C1, C2), we give the following procedure:
Step 1. Given two terms t = f(t1, ..., tn) and s = g(s1, ..., sm),
lgg(t, s) =


v if f 6= g
f(lgg(t1, s1), ..., lgg(tn, sn)) if f = g,
where v is any new variable.
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Step 2. Given two literals l1 = (¬)
k1p(t1, ..., tn) and l2 = (¬)
k2q(s1, ..., sm),
lgg(l1, l2) =


undefined if k1 6= k2 or p 6= q
(¬)k1p1(lgg(t1, s1), ..., lgg(tn, sn)) if k1 = k2 and p = q,
where k1 = 0 or 1, (¬)
0 = , (¬)1 = ¬.
Step 3. Given two clauses C1 = {l1, ..., ln} and C2 = {l
′
1, ..., l
′
m},
lgg(C1, C2) = {lgg(li, l
′
j) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, lgg(li, l
′
j) is defined}.
Given two sets A,B of clauses, define
lgg(A,B) = {lgg(C1, C2) : C1 ∈ A,C2 ∈ B, d(C1, C2) = min{d(C1, C2) : C2 ∈ B}
& lgg(C1, C2) exists}.
Muggleton and Feng [8] showed that if Γ is a finite set of ground literals then the rlgg of
two clauses of C1 and C2 with respect to Π is the lgg of Π → C1 and Π → C2. Based on
the property, they gave the ILP learning system GOLEM which is the only learning system
explicitly based on the notion of relative least general generalization.
The GOLEM system:
Suppose we are given a logic program Γ (i.e., a background knowledge) and two examples
(two ground atoms) E1 and E2 such that Γ 6⊢ E1 and Γ 6⊢ E2. We construct the lgg C of E1
and E2 relative to Γ, so Γ ∧ C ⊢ E1 ∧ E2 and C is used only once in the derivation of both
E1 and E2. Let Γ = {p1, ..., pn, ...}.
Define C1 = ((¬p1 ∨¬p2 ∨ · · ·)∨E1), C2 = ((¬p1 ∨¬p2 ∨ · · ·)∨E2), set C = lgg(C1, C2).
Definition 2.2. Given a sequence {An} of sets of formulas, the set-theoretic limit of
{An} exists, denoted by limn→∞An, if
limn→∞An = limn→∞An
where
limn→∞An = {ϕ : ∃
∞n(ϕ ∈ An)};
limn→∞An = {ϕ : ∃n0∀n ≥ n0(ϕ ∈ An)},
where ∃∞n means that there are infinitely many n.
3. The limit-correctness of the GOLEM system
In this section we consider the limit-correctness of the GOLEM system, and give two
examples to show that the GOLEM system is not limit-correct, and sensitive to the ordering
of the examples.
Let p be a predicate saying that x is an even number if p(x); and s be the successor
function, i.e., s(x) is the successor of x. Let
En = {p(0), p(s
2(0)), ..., p(s2n(0))}.
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There are two inductive learning algorithms to produce two different theories for En.
Case 1. One inductive learning algorithm produces Tn = {p(0); p(s
2(x))← p(x)}, given
En. Then Tn is a Horn logic program and the least Herbrand model of Tn is
Mn = {p(0), p(s
2(0)), ..., p(s2m(0)), ...}.
Then we have that
T = limn→∞ Tn = T1;
M = limn→∞Mn = M1.
The least Herbrand model of T is M.
Case 2. Another inductive learning algorithm produces Sn = {p(s
2n(0)); p(x) ←
p(s2(x))}, given En. Then, Sn is a Horn logic program and the least Herbrand model,
say Nn of Sn is En. But
S = limn→∞ Sn = {p(x)← p(s
2(x))};
N = limn→∞Nn = limn→∞ En = M1.
The least Herbrand model, say M(S), of S is equal to the empty set. Then
M(S) 6= N.
That is, for any e ∈ N, S 6⊢ e.
Example 3.1. Assume that En is given as above, then the GOLEM system produces
the following sequence of the Horn logic programs:
T0 = {p(0)};
T1 = {p(0);pi1};
T2 = {p(0);pi1; lgg(pi1, pi2)}
= {p(0);pi1, p(s
2(x))← p(x)}
= {p(0); p(s2(x))← p(x)},
T3 = T2,
· · ·
Tn = T2,
· · ·
where
pi2 = {¬(¬p(0) ∨ p(s
2(0))), p(s4(0))}
= {p(0), p(s4(0))} ∧ {¬p(s2(0)), p(s4(0))},
pi1 = {¬p(0), p(s
2(0))},
lgg(pi1, pi2) = {p(s
2(x)),¬p(x)}.
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We change the ordering of the occurrences of p(s2n(s))’s and see what the GOLEM
system gets.
Example 3.2. Assume that
E′0 = {p(s
4(0))},
E′1 = E0 ∪ {p(s
2(0))},
E′2 = E1 ∪ {p(0)},
· · ·
E′
3k = E3k−1 ∪ {p(s
6k+4(0))},
E′3k+1 = E3k ∪ {p(s
6k+2(0))},
E′
3k+2 = E3k+1 ∪ {p(s
6k(0))},
· · ·
Then the GOLEM system produces the following sequence of the Horn logic programs:
S0 = {p(s
4(0))};
S1 = {p(s
4(0)); γ1};
S2 = {p(s
4(0)); γ1; lgg(γ1, γ2)}
= {p(s4(0)); γ1; p(x)← p(s
2(x))}
= {p(s4(0)); p(x)← p(s2(x))},
· · ·
S3k+i = {p(s
6k+4−2i(0)); p(x)← p(s2(x))},
· · ·
where
γ1 = {¬p(s
4(0)), p(s2(0))},
γ2 = {p(s
4(0)), p(0)} ∧ {¬p(s2(0)), p(0)},
lgg(γ1, γ2) = {p(x),¬p(s
2(x))}.
By the above discussion, this example shows that the GOLEM system is not limit-correct,
and sensitive to the ordering of the examples.
4. The prioritized GOLEM system
In the section, we give the prioritized GOLEM system which is limit-correct and not
sensitive to the ordering of the examples. In [6] the authors proposed an assumption on
the Horn logic programs which guarantees that the least Herbrand model of the limit of
a sequence of Horn logic programs is the limit of the least Herbrand models of the logic
programs, and the least Herbrand model of the former limit is stable with respect to the
sequences of the Horn logic programs.
Definition 4.1. A clause is simple if every subterm occurring in the body of the clause
occurs in the head of the clause. A logic program is simple if every clause in it is simple.
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The assumption in section 1 requires that the Horn logic program be simple.
Given an example set E, we modify the GOLEM system to be a new alogrithm P such
that P(E) is simple.
We first define a relation ≺ on the literals. Given two literals l and l′, we say that l has
a higher priority than l′, denoted by l ≺ l′, if every sub-term occurring in l occurs in l′.
Proposition 4.2. ≺ is a pre-order, that is, ≺ is reflexive and transitive.
The prioritized GOLEM system:
Suppose we are given a logic program Γ (i.e., a background knowledge)
and two examples (two ground atoms) E1 and E2 such that Γ 6⊢ E1 and
Γ 6⊢ E2. We construct the lgg C of E1 and E2 relative to Γ, so Γ ∧
C ⊢ E1∧E2 and C is used only once in the derivation of both E1 and
E2. Let Γ = {p1, ..., pn, ...}.
Define C1 = ((¬q1 ∨ ¬q2 ∨ · · ·) ∨ e1), C2 = ((¬q
′
1 ∨ ¬q
′
2 ∨ · · ·) ∨ e2), set C =
lgg(C1, C2), where q1, q2, ..., e1 is the set Γ∪{E1} under the order ≺, that
is, {q1, q2, ..., e1} = Γ ∪ {E1} and e1 6≺ qi for every i; similarly define
{q′1, q
′
2, ..., e2}.
The prioritized GOLEM system on sequences:
Given a sequence {En} of example sets, at stage n, input En. If En 6≺
Ei for any i < n then use the GOLEM system directly to produce a Horn
logic program, say P(En); otherwise, find the least i < n such that
En ≺ Ei+1, then use the GOLEM sytem to
⋃n
j>i Ej with background knowledge
P(Ei). Let P(En) be the resulted theory.
Theorem 4.3. Given an example set E, P(E) is simple.
Proof. By the definition of the pre-order, when a clause pi is enumerated in P(E) the
instance of the head of pi always has the lowest priority among E. This guarantees that pi is
simple.
Therefore, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. P is convergent, and limit-correct. That is, given an increasing sequence
{En} of positive example sets,
(4.1) {P(En)} is a sequence of Horn logic programs which has the set-theoretic limit;
(4.2) limn→∞ P(En) is limit-correct with respect to limn→∞ En.
Proof. By the discussion in section 1, we only need to prove (4.1). To prove (4.1), by the
definition of the pre-order ≺, ≺ is well-founded. Given an example e, there are only finitely
many e′ with e′ ≺ e. Assume that when e is enumerated in En for some n, a clause pi is
produced. pi is extracted out of P(En) only when an example e
′ ≺ e is enumerated in En′
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for some n′ > n. Hence, pi cannot be enumerated in P(En) and be extracted out of P(En)
for infinitely many n. Therefore, {P(En)} has the set-theoretic limit.
5. Conclusion and further work
When input a set E of examples, the prioritized GOLEM system produces a Horn logic
program P(E) which is simple. The simple Horn logic programs have many good properties
that a common Horn logic program has not. The prioritized GOLEM system is based on
the syntactical properties of the examples, that is, the priority order ≺ on the literals, which
make the prioritized GOLEM system useful in diverse applications.
A further work could be based on the distance defined on the terms or formulas of
a logical language. Such the distance definitions can be the ones given by Fitting([3]) or
Nienhuys-Cheng([9]). Then the Cauchy sequences of terms or formulas can be defined. Then
the convergence and the limit-correctness can be defined in terms of the Cauchy sequences
of the example sets and the Horn logic programs. It is conjectured that the prioritized
GOLEM system also satisfies the convergence and the limit-correctness defined on Cauchy
sequences.
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